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various options is getting more difficult as
vendors add functions that go beyond their
traditional product categories.

For example, bandwidth-optimization
appliances can also apply WAFS techniques.
A case in point: Expand recently bought
DiskSites, a WAFS vendor.

And load-balancing products or appli-
cation accelerators can have built-in com-
pression mechanisms that coordinate with
browser software on a PC to squeeze data
into smaller files that traverse a network
more quickly.

Analysts recommend that organizations
take a step back before buying anything.

“Maybe the most fundamental question
they need to ask is, ‘Where are my users lo-
cated and what are they doing?’” said Don-
ald Czubek, president of analyst firm Gen2
Ventures.

“If a company needs to improve the
performance of a Web-based application,
then the solution that will work for them

is an application accelerator,” he added.
Organizations also need to decide which

applications are most critical. Officials at
Charlotte County Public Schools in south-
west Florida wanted to ensure that their
17,500 students could access an online
learning software package that is aligned
with state educational standards in math,
science, language arts and social studies.

In addition, the school system is dis-
tributing high-quality, on-demand video
for its high schools and providing admin-
istrative applications to its teachers.

Adding expensive bandwidth was not
an option. So Chris Bress, the school sys-
tem’s chief information officer, chose Blue
Coat Systems’ Blue Coat SG bandwidth-
optimization appliances.

“Budgets are not extremely large, and
one of the things I like best is that it per-
formed multiple jobs inside one box,” Bress
said.

The appliances cache files and filter in-

formation — an important capability for
an organization that must monitor and
block certain content.

The appliances also manage bandwidth
by curbing the amount allotted to traffic
coming from certain Web sites, such as
downloads from sites containing drum-
ming competition videos, while opening
more bandwidth for the online educational
software.

The school system has been using the
bandwidth-optimization appliances for
more than a year.

“The kids and teachers like it because
performance has increased,” Bress said.“I’m
happy because they’re happy but also be-
cause I have an amazing amount of reports
available to me about how the network is
performing and being used.” �

Bacheldor has nearly 20 years of journalism
experience, much of that covering informa-
tion technology.
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Network performance boosters at a glance

Such appliances watch traffic as it
moves across wide-area networks to
determine how best to send data
packets and thus improve network
performance. They compress, cache
and reduce data, and prioritize traf-
fic as needed.

Such tools intercept inbound appli-
cation requests and distribute them
to the nearest and best-performing
server or disperse them to a group
of servers that share the workload.

Such services rely on a system of net-
worked computers that work together
to optimize content delivery on the
Web by directing information re-
quests to the nearest content server.

Deployed in pairs at each end of a
WAN link, such products typically
use proprietary techniques to put
files in a location closest to users
and move traffic more efficiently.

Bandwidth optimization is particularly
attractive for organizations with re-
mote offices that access a central site.
Many products now include wide-area
file services and other capabilities.

In addition to making better use of
server resources, load-balancing sys-
tems can function as a backup if a
data center goes down.

The hosted services allow organiza-
tions to turn management and main-
tenance over to a third party with a
geographically dispersed, robust net-
work infrastructure.

Such services are particularly useful in
reducing WAN latency with file-
sharing applications. They allow infor-
mation technology shops to consoli-
date remote office files at a single,
centrally managed location.

If an organization has numerous road
warriors or home users connecting via
the Internet, such appliances won’t
improve their network performance.

The systems don’t do much to solve
WAN problems caused by the chatty or
bandwidth-hungry protocols used by
many common office applications.

Content delivery network services do
not make office-to-office data trans-
fers via a WAN — for example, be-
tween a field and central office —
faster or more efficient.

Not all products lower bandwidth us-
age, so the technology is not the best
choice if the goal is reducing WAN
service fees.
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